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A fantastic oracle deck based on angels of the Kabbalah, the Tree of Life, Watchers, Seraphins, and

more. The sense of being at the presence of something distinctly human, but ultimately mysterious

is at the core of Angelarium.The companion booklets for most Lo Scarabeo decks are in five

languages: English, Spanish, French, Italian, and German.
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Lo Scarabeo's Tarot decks have been acclaimed all over the world for originality and quality.

WithÂ the best Italian and international artists, each Lo Scarabeo deck is an exceptional artistic

value. Commited to developing innovative new decks while preserving the rich tradition of Tarot, Lo

Scarabeo continues to be a favorite among collectors and readers. Llewellyn is the exclusive

distributor of Lo Scarabeo products in North America.  Lo Scarabeo's Tarot decks have been

acclaimed all over the world for originality and quality. WithÂ the best Italian and international artists,

each Lo Scarabeo deck is an exceptional artistic value. Commited to developing innovative new

decks while preserving the rich tradition of Tarot, Lo Scarabeo continues to be a favorite among

collectors and readers. Llewellyn is the exclusive distributor of Lo Scarabeo products in North

America. ~

I just love the illustrations on the cards for this deck. The feel for them is nice. It was also fun

reading the booklet that was in the box. The box also makes a nice storage box for them when I put

them away.



High quality and absolutely amazing art.

Beautiful artwork, I would definitely recommend a foundation of understanding in Kabbalah while

working with this oracle deck. For beginners, there is a decent introductory section and you may be

able to grind out a few decent readings that may leave you scratching your head. However, for

those who have a nice (not extreme) foundation into how the Kabbalah/tree of life works, then this

serves as a powerfully rich tool to understand and guide you within the deeper mysteries of your

path.

The illustration work in this oracle tarot is stunning, the representations are charged with energy and

it's hard not to feel connected, inspired and full of insight just by looking at the illustrations. Even if

you just like collecting pretty art, this will not leave you disappointed, as the print quality seems

rather pleasing.The box is compact which makes it very easy to carry around, while the cards seem

larger than usual and sturdy enough. I have no complaints other that the little booklet cover seems

to not be laminated, so after opening it just once, the ink on the fold comes off leaving strong traces

of the white of the paper visible on that 'hinge'.The descriptions in the booklet come in 6 languages

and are pretty succinct, so the booklet may feel a little lacking (or even intimidating) for a beginner

reader that is also unfamiliar with Kabbalah. Rather than giving a long explanation of how to read

and interpret each card, it explains its simbology and seems to try inspire you to look within and find

your own meanings from it. Reading in a more intuitive, meditative, vision inducing way. It bases off

Kabbalah instead of the more common tarots, and definitely seems to expect you to know

something about Kabbalah/The Tree of Life it to make better sense of the instructions and get richer

readings, but with how visually stunning it is, it might prove a great incentive to seek further

knowledge. ;)

OMG....This is truly out of this world Vision turned into Art. Not at all what humans depict as Angels.

It is refreshing to finally see a Higher Being NOT looking human at all.Stunning images.

Gorgeous product, from the sturdy box the cards come in, to the cards themselves. The stock is

thick, and the lamination may be a little more slick than you might be used to. The cards are also

bigger than your typical tarot, but this allows for more space to show off the beautiful artwork. All the

same, it may take you a little while to get used to shuffling these without cards going

everywhere.This deck is heavily based around Kabbalah mythology. For those familiar, it will be



easy to connect with this deck. If not, it's a great reason to research and delve deeper, and form

your own associations. The LWB is printed in multiple languages, and provides more of a

background on the card's subjects rather than how to interpret. Definitely a deck for the independent

and experienced reader, a newbie who's willing to put in the time to form a strong relationship, or

anybody who enjoys collecting decks for the sake of the art.

These cards are awesome looking! The quality of the cardstock is very nice, not too thick or thin,

they have a gloss but don't stick together. I'm very glad I bought this

Gorgeous, amazing artwork, I can't wait to begin working with this deck!
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